BATHROOMS
Bathrooms, en suites and ground floor wc/cloakrooms feature sanitaryware from the
Durastyle range by Duravit. Concealed cisterns, back-to-the-wall wc’s and modern flush
plates are complemented by contemporary Vado and Grohe brassware providing stylish
and uncluttered environments that are also durable enough to withstand the daily
demands of large families.
DESIGN & BUILD
Each of the detached homes at The Island has been finished in Limestone White render
with smart slate roofs and black fascias and bargeboards. All windows are constructed
from factory finished timber in Quartz Grey with energy efficient glazing and feature
attractive stone cills. The properties are finished with contemporary style front doors in
Quartz Grey and feature an offset glazed panel. Yoxall cottage oak internal doors are fitted
throughout.
INTERNAL FINISH
The homes have been decorated with neutral coloured emulsion paint to the walls and
ceilings with complementary woodwork in a neutral shade of satinwood. Bathrooms and
en suites have been tiled in a contemporary porcelain tile to full height above the bath and
shower areas and half height elsewhere.

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort is made to provide an accurate and comprehensive description of the properties under construction, we can only provide plans, dimensions and details of
the specification that are accurate at the time of going to press. Please, therefore, view the contents of this brochure as being for guidance only and appreciate that as a development
progresses some changes may become necessary. This brochure does not constitute a contract or warranty and Hillcrest Homes reserves the right to make changes as it sees fit without
notice. Unless otherwise stated, CGI’s and photographs used do not depict the development presented here and maybe subject to planning, but have been provided to offer a guide and
are therefore for illustrative purposes only. Floor plans and dimensions stated in the brochure are indicative and whilst correct at time of press should be confirmed with Hillcrest Homes.
Important Notice: Hillcrest Homes operates to a strict Health and Safety policy. Building sites are dangerous places and therefore no visitor is allowed on site without a safety briefing, full
Personal Protective Equipment and unless accompanied by a representative from Hillcrest Homes. No admittance will be given to unauthorised visitors. To view a development please
make an appointment by calling head office on 0161 927 3111.
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KITCHENS
Kitchens at The Island have been designed in conjunction with award winning designers
Stuart Frazer, and feature furniture from leading luxury kitchen brand SieMatic’s S3 range
finished with stylish Quartz stone work surfaces. Consideration has been given to both the
aesthetics and ergonomics of the kitchen space with high quality Siemens and Zanussi
appliances integrated into the scheme, including an oven, ceramic hob, microwave, fridge
freezer, dishwasher and combination washer/dryer.

LIGHTING
Ceiling mounted down lighters are provided throughout each of the properties. In the
living room and each of the bedrooms, the down lighters are finished with brushed
chrome bezels and controlled by dimmer switches. The hall and landing lights are
controlled by two-way switches and can be turned on or off from the ground or first
floors. Bedrooms are also fitted with two-way switches allowing them to be controlled
from either the bed or the entrance.
ELECTRICAL
Each of the homes is fitted with a plentiful number of double power sockets, all in the
most convenient, easy-to-access places suitable for table lamps, audio visual systems,
appliances and for charging handheld devices such as mobile phones, tablets and
computers. A single power socket has been provided in the loft space and a single
waterproof socket is provided outside to the rear of each of the properties.
SAFETY & SECURITY
Each of the homes benefits from four PIR operated external lights, two to the front and
two to the rear, and a security alarm. Mains and battery powered smoke alarms are fitted
throughout each property.
WARRANTY
Detached homes at The Island benefit from a two-year defects period, which is fulfilled by
Hillcrest’s dedicated customer care team. Full details are available in the Hillcrest Home
User Guide, provided on completion.

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort is made to provide an accurate and comprehensive description of the properties under construction, we can only provide plans, dimensions and details of
the specification that are accurate at the time of going to press. Please, therefore, view the contents of this brochure as being for guidance only and appreciate that as a development
progresses some changes may become necessary. This brochure does not constitute a contract or warranty and Hillcrest Homes reserves the right to make changes as it sees fit without
notice. Unless otherwise stated, CGI’s and photographs used do not depict the development presented here and maybe subject to planning, but have been provided to offer a guide and
are therefore for illustrative purposes only. Floor plans and dimensions stated in the brochure are indicative and whilst correct at time of press should be confirmed with Hillcrest Homes.
Important Notice: Hillcrest Homes operates to a strict Health and Safety policy. Building sites are dangerous places and therefore no visitor is allowed on site without a safety briefing, full
Personal Protective Equipment and unless accompanied by a representative from Hillcrest Homes. No admittance will be given to unauthorised visitors. To view a development please
make an appointment by calling head office on 0161 927 3111.
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HEATING
Heating and hot water is provided via a gas fired central heating system with an energy
efficient condensing boiler. All radiators have thermostats allowing the independent
control of heat output. The bathroom and en-suite each feature a chrome electric ladder
style towel rail.

SNOITAVELE - DNALSI EHT 2 REBMUN
No.2 The Island is an impressive four bedroom detached home located at the entrance to the
development and a skimming stone’s throw away from the River Irwell.
The private drive accommodates parking for two cars and leads to a detached carport, with space for two
further vehicles. From here, a block-paved path set amongst landscaped grounds leads up steps to a
grand front entrance.
The front door opens to a spacious hallway, off which is a very large open plan living and dining room with
double windows looking out across the garden to woodland. Also off the entrance hall is a large kitchen
with French doors that open on to a paved patio area affording views over the River below. Adjoining the
kitchen is a ground floor wc/cloakroom.
A split level staircase leads to the first floor landing, off which are four generous sized bedrooms, one of
which is a spacious master bedroom with en suite, and a family bathroom. Outside, the property is
surrounded by pleasant green space including a very large rear garden with hard and soft landscaping to
the front.

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort is made to provide an accurate and comprehensive description of the properties under construction, we can only provide plans, dimensions and details of
the specification that are accurate at the time of going to press. Please, therefore, view the contents of this brochure as being for guidance only and appreciate that as a development
progresses some changes may become necessary. This brochure does not constitute a contract or warranty and Hillcrest Homes reserves the right to make changes as it sees fit without
notice. Unless otherwise stated, CGI’s and photographs used do not depict the development presented here and maybe subject to planning, but have been provided to offer a guide and
are therefore for illustrative purposes only. Floor plans and dimensions stated in the brochure are indicative and whilst correct at time of press should be confirmed with Hillcrest Homes.
Important Notice: Hillcrest Homes operates to a strict Health and Safety policy. Building sites are dangerous places and therefore no visitor is allowed on site without a safety briefing, full
Personal Protective Equipment and unless accompanied by a representative from Hillcrest Homes. No admittance will be given to unauthorised visitors. To view a development please
make an appointment by calling head office on 0161 927 3111.
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No. 3 The Island is an elegant four bedroom detached home, perfectly framed by attractive landscaped
grounds. The home is accessed via a private drive with parking for two vehicles, off which is a block-paved
pathway that leads up stone steps to an impressive front entrance.
A main entrance hall provides access to all ground floor accommodation including a large open plan living
and dining room and a ground floor wc/cloaks. On the opposite side of the house is a large kitchen with
French doors that lead to a paved patio area for al fresco entertaining.
Off the hall is a split level staircase featuring a tall south-facing picture window channeling natural light
into the home. On the first floor are four large bedrooms, one of which is an impressive master bedroom
with dressing room and en suite. A family bathroom is also provided.
Outside, there is a carport accommodating two vehicles as well as large gardens to the front and rear.
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notice. Unless otherwise stated, CGI’s and photographs used do not depict the development presented here and maybe subject to planning, but have been provided to offer a guide and
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